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About This Game

Gear Gauntlet is a fun but rage inducing 2D action arcade game from Drop Dead Interactive.

Test your patience through ever more punishing gauntlets while boosting, teleporting, reversing and rotating to survive. Use your
reflexes to break through coloured barriers and earn your place on the leaderboard.

Beautiful hand drawn art and a wonderful soundtrack accompany your descent into fury, but do try to remain calm!

Can you survive the Gear Gauntlet?
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Title: Gear Gauntlet
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Drop Dead Interactive
Publisher:
Drop Dead Interactive
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3-2xxx

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5800 Series

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Bowling has never been so much fun!. Very enjoyable game, with some intresting plot. I have played all 4 games in the series
and they have got better each time!. This game is awesome, and the guy who made it, even more epic. I love it to death.. In
General:
This game was so poorly translated into English
Tons of Chinglish & funny stuff
I think CubeGame should simply hire me as their language advisor
Understandable server lags due to a small dev group
Fairly low system requirments
-
In person
Good game, lots of potentials.
JUST CANT STOP PLAYIN DIS SSHIT THO...
So much FUNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
TROLLED HARD RIDING HORSES IN THE FINAL CIRCLE
TRIGGERED BY LOW HEALTH PEOPLE RUNNING AWAY
GET THE ♥♥♥♥OFF THE HORSE BRO AND FIGHT ME LIKE A MAN
-
In conclusion
Whoever give this game or this this review a tumb down or dislike, ur mom's a ♥♥♥♥♥!!!. Ez unlock 5000 achievements
100%. Cladun X2 is a real time action dungeon crawler graced by the affinity for the infinite as it was made by legendary
Nippon Ichi Software (the folks who did Disgaea). Not only is the action well designed for its genre but it is also complemented
by the depth of the magic circle system and alternating main character gameplay. Included with the game is a MML Music
Editor and Sprite designer so you can create your own characters, weapons, armor and music to be used in game. I can definitely
recommend this one without any regrets, but it is a grind and is tough.. This is a game I enjoyed a lot, and I was happy to find it
on steam...

until I figured out that I could not save the game, which is really fatal for a strategy game.

When I restarted the game, I also found out that all my Final Battle Mode processes are gone!

I hope that KT would release an update to fix these problems. That's why I would say "not recommended".

I really love this game, but this steam version just seems not working at all. It's a shame.
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For those of you who would like to try, at least wait till this damn save bug is fixed.

== March Update ==

Okay, ROTK 11 PK has updated the Traditional Chinese version in late Feb, 2018, I guess,

and to my greatest surprise, the save bug is fixed in Traditional Chinese version!!

I am not an IT expert so I don't know why, but anyway the game runs normally in TC, not JP.

Now I can save my game, so I am gonna recommend it,

but I still think that an English version would please more gamers all over the world.

PS // Running the game in JAPANESE seems to be the problem of the save bug,

so maybe you can try some English patch for the game that had been made.

I don't know if they have any, since I am a Korean user who has only tried a Korean patch(which worked).
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I needed 10h for my 1st playthough in Hard difficulty. I chose this game because I was looking for an old fashioned dungeon
crawler after having recently finished a similar game (Fall of the Dungeon Guardians), and was not disappointed, and will leave
positive review (6.5/10). It cannot fully compete with LoG1+2 or other Indie gems like Fall of the Dungeon Guardians...

My most important complaint... way too little monsters... I killed all monsters, and did not even get the "kill 100 monster
achievement!", it was less than 80! Not only is that a no-go as an achievement hunter to require multiple parties/sessions, but it
was also just too little to do! I would at least 2-3x the monster content!!! There was one particular level (minotaurus), which had
only exactely 1 monster in it... and the one before appeared without any monsters until the very end of that level...in other games
the monster count is more like 500!

The game was too short... only 8 levels (the game mentioned before had 20, each larger than here, and same price tag!)

Be aware that in this game, you are taking the tanking approach (unlike LoG)... several reviewers seemed to be annoyed by it, I
actually prefer it that way... and the actual first crawlers all worked like that (as it was turn based movement, there was no
escaping or side-tracking monsters back then)

It is often compared to the big crawlers of today, LoG1+2... rightfully so, and yes, this game cannot keep up.... they have more
traps, more dungeon levels, pressure plates, throwing items/stones, teleports, outdoor area, more monsters and monster types...
so there is plenty to still improve on, but all that still makes this a good game, its just not in the same league.

The music was nice, as was the atmosphere of the game. So in summary a nice first attempt, worth at a 50% discount (which is
normally and often happening during sales at Steam), but needs to improve to be able to compete with the champions, but also
some other Indie crawlers! Looking forward to a 2nd part!. Amazing game, especially for streamers. I always had issues with
trolls coming to the stream and purposly drawing lewd images or curse words for their amusement and to overall ruin the fun for
everyone involed and this game helps allivate the trolls. They have to sign in with their twitch account and if they're banned
from your channel they can't play. You can also make your own lobby, custom cards and topics! It's incredible interactive and
fun for on stream play or for private gatherings! I highly recommend!. This is a same-room multiplayer game. One person is on
the Vive, and up to four players on the PC. It's a clever take on cross-platform multiplayer. Really fun for a group party to play
and watch.. Playing on an Oculus Rift. The gun won't reliably shoot when I pull the trigger and the gun is sitting in an awkward
position in the hand. Not recommended.. Absolutely amazing game. The maps get a bit repetitive, but the gameplay is solid,
deep and entertaining. The campaign is hard as balls through. It is really a shame that the development ended after the first
campaign however, it is clear that GSC had plans for more campaigns and expanding on the game...-Always the ones with
potential that dies, hopefully another studio will pick this formula up at a later date :). added new achievements after long time -
no need to!. Watch This!? More like What Is This!
Looks good, not much to the game... Lacks content. Bought it on a discount and found it worth my money. 4 of the 6 were very
interesting, two felt like they didn't put a lot of effort into the story. One of them was very challenging.
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